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ABSTRACT

THE INFLUENCE OF USING VIDEO TOWARDS STUDENTS’ ABILITY IN WRITING ANALYTICAL EXPOSITION TEXT OF THE ELEVENTH GRADE OF SMA MUHAMMADIYAH 2 BANDAR LAMPUNG IN THE ACADEMIC YEAR OF 2019/2020

By
Dyah Puji Lestari

The objective of the present research was to know the influence of using Video towards students’ ability in writing analytical exposition text of the eleventh grade of SMA Muhammadiyah 2 Bandar Lampung in academic year of 2019/2020.

In this research, the researcher implemented quantitative research. The researcher used quasi experimental design with pre-test and post-test. The sample was taken from two classes, XI MIPA 1 and XI IPS 1 consist 35 students in each. The treatments were held 3 meetings, 2 X 45 minutes for each. The population of the research was the eleventh grade student at SMA Muhammadiyah 2 Bandar Lampung. In collecting the data, the researcher used instrument in form of writing test there were pre-test and post-test. Pre-test was conducted before the treatment and post-test was conducted after the treatment. In experimental class, the researcher used Video, whereas in control class the researcher used Textbook. The researcher analyzed the data by using SPSS Statistic 16.0 tob.

After analyzing the data used independent sample test, it was found that the result of Sig. (P_value) of the equal variance assumed was 0.000. The result then was consulted to the level significance. In this case, the level of significance was 0.05 from the analysis, the score Sig. (P_value) was lower than = 0.001. It means that, $H_a$ is accepted and $H_0$ is rejected. In order words, it could be concluded that there was influence of using video towards students ability in writing analytical exposition text of the eleventh grade of SMA Muhammadiyah 2 Bandar Lampung in the Academic Year of 2019/2020.

Key words : Video, Writing, Analytical Exposition Text, Quasi Experimental Research Design.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

A. Background of the Study

Writing is one of the language skills that should be taught besides the other skills. Writing is a recursive process.\(^2\) It meant that writing was an iterative process to get the right idea for good writing. As one of the difficult skills, students frequently had more time to think. Students could use dictionaries, grammar books, even media or translation applications to consult their ideas to produce a writing text. It meant that they needed to find the right words and sentences in their ideas that match the grammar to produce a writing text.

Nunan says, “Writing is a challenging process that requires a wide range of skill. Among them are clear thinking, imagination, and the ability to organize ideas”.\(^3\) Furthermore, writing is considered as the most difficult skill because in writing they have to combine the correct grammatical and also the coherence of the text.\(^4\) It meant that writing was the skill that challenging process considered as most difficult skill. In addition, to requiring a variety of skills to express writing students had to also communicate with others to exchange ideas in form writing. Besides, in writing also students had to use correct grammar because writing was used for various purposes that were produced in various forms. For example letter, book and etc. So in daily life we needed to master writing.

---


According to Raimes writing is a skill in which we express ideas, feelings, and thoughts that are arranged in words, sentence and paragraph by using eyes, brain and hand. It meant that writing was a skill that really needed energy to produce good ideas, feelings, sentences and paragraphs for the author. In writing, students could represent their thoughts or opinions in the form of written language, so that students could indirectly communicate with readers. In addition, writing is an activity liked the ones listed above practice, experience, understanding what is expert, and knowing how to process will ease the discomfort and minimize the dislike. So If your word of advice and comfort included these things, you had understood why your disliked of writing would decrease as you continue this course. According to the statements, the researcher concluded that writing skills were one of the activities for students to express their ideas in written language. In addition to expressing and copying their ideas about forms in written language was not easy.

According to Sutanto, writing as a process of expressing idea our thoughts in words that should be done at our leisure. It can be very enjoyable as long as we have the ideas and the means to achieve it. It meant that writing was an enjoyable activity when they could create ideas at the right time. In addition, writing at our leisure would create perfect writing in accordance with our heart expressions and ideas. So, writing had to be in a good condition to be able to focus on writing.

---

As stated by Richard and Renandya that writing is the most difficult skill for second language learners to master. The difficulty lies not only in generating and organizing ideas, but also in translating these ideas into readable text.\textsuperscript{8} It could be concluded that writing was one of English skills that is difficult and complicated to be learnt by the students. This difficulty happened because writing had its own characteristic, categories, and form both in the mother tongue and in a foreign language especially English Language. Besides, in writing the students had to produce and arrange their own ideas. So in writing we had to be in focus and done in our leisure time as explained in the paragraph above to produce the right writing.

However, in reality the ability of the students in writing was still low. The students still regarded writing as a difficult activity. Based on the preliminary research in SMA Muhammadiyah 2 Bandar Lampung on July 19\textsuperscript{th} 2029 at the eleventh grade by the interviewing the English Teacher, Mrs. Neneng said that the students problem in learning writing were: (1) the students did mistake due to lack of vocabularies, (2) the students were lazy to write so they could not develop and express their idea to writing English, (3) there were some students who did not care about students also less motivation in learning process, they were not interested in the media used by the teacher, (6) the teacher taught using monotonous media in learning process.\textsuperscript{9}


\textsuperscript{9} Neneng Interview to English teacher of SMA Muhammadiyah 2, on July, 19\textsuperscript{th}, 2019, Unpublished.
The writer also asked the teacher about the students’ English ability especially in analytical exposition text. The problem of the students were difficult in writing analytical exposition text. They were difficult to express their ideas and emotion creatively that they have in their brain. Sometimes, they were difficult to start writing because they could not organize their ideas in writing analytical exposition text well. Another problem was they lack of vocabularies because they were rare to practice in writing especially writing analytical exposition text. As Hedge point out, there were some requirements in achieving writing, including the understanding grammar, and the attention to use appropriate vocabulary choice.\textsuperscript{10}From that interview the writer got that more than 60% of students of eleventh grade did not pass the minimum score as shown on the table bellow:

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{No} & \textbf{Score} & \textbf{XI MIPA 1} & \textbf{XI MIPA 2} & \textbf{XI IPS 1} & \textbf{XI IPS 2} & \textbf{Number of Students} & \textbf{Percentage} \\
\hline
1 & \geq 70 & 14 & 13 & 10 & 8 & 45 & 32.37\% \\
2 & < 70 & 21 & 22 & 25 & 26 & 94 & 67.63\% \\
\hline
\textbf{Total} & & 35 & 35 & 35 & 34 & 139 & 100\% \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Students’ Score of Analytical Exposition Text at Eleventh Grade of SMA Muhammadiyah 2 Bandar Lampung in the Academic Year 2019/2020}
\end{table}

From the data on the table 1, it could be seen that from 139 students of eleventh grade of SMA Muhammadiyah 2 Bandar Lampung there were 94 students (67.63\%)
got score under 70. Because the criteria of minimum mastery (KKM) score of English subject at that school was 70. It indicated that most student still face difficulties in writing analytical exposition text. In addition, the writer also got information about the students’ writing ability by doing interview with some students of eleventh grade. They said they felt lazy and less motivated to learn writing. Besides, they also said that they felt bored of the media that was used by the English teacher in teaching writing so they were not interest to learn about writing.

Based on the explanation above, the writer found that students’ writing ability was still low, those problems were caused by the following aspects. The teacher was difficult to find the new way in teaching writing. The media that was used still limited; the teacher just used textbook in learning process. Textbook was a basic media in teaching learning process, the teacher only used textbook in the learning process so students felt bored and lazy in writing text. According to Jeremy Harmer the over-use textbook and thus repeatedly follow the sequence in each unit may become boring, and the routine textbook would become increasingly monotonous.  

The teacher was not motivated to apply the other method or used the media in learning process except conducting the activity using traditional method; giving explanation, giving task or homework using textbook. Meanwhile, the cause from the students came from lack of practices. Although they had time, most of them were not

---

motivated to do writing; they preferred to do another activity. In addition, they still did not understand writing skill well including how to organize the writing well, using the correct tense, understanding the mechanics. Also, they still lack of vocabulary. It could be seen from the repetition of words and limited number of sentences in one paragraph.

There were many solutions to overcome the problems faced by the students in improving students’ writing ability. The teacher could use various teaching media. In this research, one of the media used by the researcher was video. Harmer states that video can enhance simulations, not only because it can provide feedback when students can watch themselves and evaluate their performance, but also because the presence of a video helps students feel more realistic. Tomalin states that video is an effective way of studying body language. Video is one of the tools that can help the teacher needs the materials to the students. Based on these theories above, teaching analytical exposition text writing by using video could throw boring and time consuming. Using video to taught analytical exposition text was effective in teaching learning process, so they became easy in understanding and studying English, the students would not feel bored, when they watched interesting videos they paid more attention to the contents of the video and developed ideas to write analytical exposition text and then the teacher could be easier to deliver the material and reach the goal of teaching English.

Based on the previous research, Imroatus Naini on the title The Influence of Using Video to Improve Students’ Ability on Writing Spoof Text at Second Semester of the Eleventh Grade Students of SMAS Bahrul Ulum East Lampung in the Academic Year of 2015/2016. In this research, the researcher used quasi experimental design. The subject of this research were two classes that consist of 49 students. In the experimental class the researcher used video, whereas in control class the researcher used textbook as media. From the data analysis, it was found that the result of t-test was t-observed 2.5 with t-critical 1.683, it meant that the score of t-observed was higher than t-critical. So, from this research it was known that video could improve the students in writing ability.15

In addition, another previous research conducted by Tanti Lestari, entitled by The Effectiveness of Teaching Writing Using Video Towards Students’ Writing ability at SMAN 1 Tulungagung in Academic year 2016/2017. The researcher used quantitative method. The population of the research was the whole of first grade of SMAN 1 Tulungagung. The subject of this research consist of 226 students. The result of the research showed that the gain score of the experimental group was higher than that the control group. The result showed that the significant value was 0.749 it is bigger than 1.669. It was found that there is significant difference of students’ score between those who were taught by using video and those who

15 Imroatus Naini, The Influence of Using Video to Improve Students Ability on Writing Spoof Text at Second Semester of The Eleventh Grade Students of SMAS Bahrul Ulum East Lampung in the Academic Year of 2015/2016 (Thesis of UIN Raden Intan Lampung, 2017)
were not. It means that teaching writing by using video can attract student’s writing ability.\footnote{Tanti Lestari, \textit{The Effectiveness of Teaching Writing Using Video Toward Students Ability at SMAN 1 Tulungagung in Academic Year 2016/2017} (Thesis of IAIN Tulungagung, 2017)}

Based on those previous research, the researcher concluded that all of the previous researches showed the great result of the use Video as a media in teaching writing. The differences between the previous research and the current research, the first previous research used the video to teach writing ability in Spoof Text was conducted in SMAS Bahrul Ulum East Lampung, the second previous research used the video to teach writing and was conducted in SMAN 1 Tulungagung, and the current research using video to teach writing ability and will be conducted at SMA Muhammadiyah 2 Bandar Lampung.

Based on the background of the problem above, the researcher conducted a research entitled: “The Influence of Using Video Towards Students’ Ability in Writing Analytical Exposition Text of Eleventh Grade of SMA Muhammadiyah 2 Bandar Lampung in The Academic Year 2019/2020”.

**B. Identification of the Problem**

Based on the explanation in the background, some problem could be identified as follows:

a. The students had lack of vocabulary.
b. The students could not express their ideas in written form well especially in analytical exposition text.

c. Students writing score was still low.

d. Students boredom could be caused by lack of the use of media.

e. The teaching strategy that was used by teacher is still less enjoyable for the students.

C. Limitation of the Problem

In this research, the writer focused on the influence of using video towards students ability in writing analytical exposition text of the eleventh grade at the first semester of SMA Muhammadiyah 2 Bandar Lampung in the academic year of 2019-2020.

D. Formulation of the Problem

In this research, the formulation of the problem was formulate as follows: “Was there any significant the influence by using video towards students’ ability in writing analytical exposition text of the eleventh grade of SMA Muhammadiyah 2 Bandar Lampung in the Academic Year of 2019-2020?”

E. Objective of the Problem

Based on formulation of the problem, the objective of the research was to know whether there was any significant influence of using video towards students’ ability in writing analytical exposition text of the eleventh grade of SMA Muhammadiyah 2 Bandar Lampung in the Academic Year of 2019-2020.
F. Uses of the Research

This research, the writer expected that the result of this research would be:

1. Theoretically, this research is expected to find out what are the students difficulties in understanding an analytical exposition text writing ability.

2. Practically, this research is expected to find out the extent to which video influence the students in analytical exposition text writing ability.

G. Scope of the Research

1. Research Subject

   The research subject was the students at the second semester of the eleventh grade of SMA Muhammadiyah 2 Bandar Lampung.

2. Research Object

   The research object was the influence of using video towards students analytical exposition text writing ability.

3. Research Place

   The research had been conducted at SMA Muhammadiyah 2 Bandar Lampung.

4. Research Time

   The research had been conducted at the second semester in the Academic Year of 2019-2020.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

A. Concept of Teaching English as a Foreign Language

Teaching means to give someone knowledge or to instruct or to train someone, According to Harmer.\(^1\) Thus, by teaching or being a teacher, someone transfer knowledge, guides and coach other people in learning process.

Teaching is the process of showing or helping someone to learn how to do something, giving instruction, guiding in the study of something, providing with knowledge, and it is causing someone understand about something that learned.\(^2\) It meant that teaching is process study to help the learners to get knowledge and understand it.

Furthermore, According to Harmer that English as a foreign language is generally taken to apply the students who are studying general English at school and institution in their own country or as transitory visitor in a target language country.\(^3\) Meanwhile, English generally has been learnt by the students since they were in the basic level of education.\(^4\) It meant that English as a foreign language is important to introduce English language as a communication. The knowledge about learning

---

\(^4\) M.F. Patel and Praveen M. Jain, *English Language Teaching: Methods, Tools & Techniques* (Jaipur: Sunrise Publisher & Distribution, 2008), p. 29.
English is needed to the learner as a part of communication in their school or everywhere.

From the statement, the researcher concluded that Language was one of the most important things in our life. With language we could communicate with other people. Language had many advantages in real life and it cannot be separated from the human being. On the other hand, language could make someone else know and understand what we think and mean. Because language was a primary and meaningful system communication that could express and exchange our message such as: idea, thought, feeling, knowledge and culture in interaction and communication. In teaching English as a foreign language, the teacher of English should prepare instruction material and technique well because language learning can regard as a process. Therefore, students could get most of English when they have guide or someone who could teach them and support them.

B. Concept of Writing

Writing is seen as a product constructed from the writer’s command of grammatical and lexical knowledge, According to Hyland.\(^ {21}\) It means that writing is a result that is got by a process to construct some aspects of writing like grammatical and writer knowledge or experience. Additionally, Harmer states that writing is activity to express and put on the ideas or thought on written form.\(^ {22}\) As a result,

writing is activity where the writer can created a written from the ideas and thought of the writer themselves.

According to McKay, he says that writing is both a process and product. Thus, writing as process involves the planning or pre-writing, drafting, revising or editing process that writers experience to produce a piece of writing. In this case, there are two forms of writing, for instance printed book and in electronic form (e-mail, e-book, mobile phone text, and so forth). It is determined by different purposes, audiences and context, such as letters, narratives, shared books that children produce in the classroom, illustrated sentences, and so on.

The other statement, writing is a process of communication which uses conventional; graphic system to convey a message to reader. For many of foreign language learner, writing is considered as the most difficult skill because in writing they have to combine the correct grammatical and also the coherence of the paragraph. It means that in writing is a process of communication through graphic system to get the ideas and writing is difficult skill because must use correct grammatical and coherence of the one paragraph.

Based on definition above, can be concluded that writing was a tool of communication, where the writing was a process to convey what the writer thought and develop the ideas through written form. In writing, the writer should considers to

---

have combine the correct grammatical and also the coherence of the paragraph or the text. Then, the writer should make the writing can be understood by each other people.

C. Concept of Writing Ability

Writing is a complex process, which the students not only express ideas to be realized in a written form but also to know writing ability of students to make a writing correctly. Writing ability is the skill of a writer to communicate information to a reader or group of readers. It means that writing ability is an individual’s skill to share information with readers as written communication.

The term of writing ability is defined as skill or power. Concisely, writing ability is the skill to express ideas, thoughts, and feeling to other people in written symbols to make other people or readers understand the ideas conveyed. It is a way sharing personal meanings and it emphasizes the power of the personality to construct someone’s view based on certain topic.

Yi states that writing ability as the ability to respond to a given a stimulus. Put another way, He states that writing ability is the ability an adhere to style-guide prescriptions concerning grammar, arrangement and punctuation. It means that writing ability is the ability of an activity to tell the ideas to the reader on writing form including grammar, punctuation, spelling, etc.

Based on definition above, the researcher concluded that writing ability was the ability to create words or idea of the writer by expressing their ideas and feeling in some modes. In writing, it needed covering right grammar, sentence construction, spelling and punctuation.

**D. Concept of Teaching Writing**

According to Praveen and Patel, “In the beginning the teacher must teach everything by demonstration. It is very necessary that the teacher gives students necessary practice in pattern drawing. It helps the students to write correct selling because they have reproduce the visual image that they get while reading. The teaching of print script is profitable also because it gives less strain to the muscles because effort is not to be made to join letters”. Therefore, the teacher must give the example for the student so the student can easily to practice writing.

According to Beth, *et al* writing begins with passion for the subject, passion for the genre, passion for the ideas. Passion is the engine that drives writing. Without it, writers cannot sub sustain the energy to finish. Students do not truly learn to write until they fall in love with a story, a genre, a subject, or an idea and write about it with all their heart. Likewise, the start of writing is what we love to write such as we love a story, a genre or a subject. That can supply our energy to write.

---

29 M. Jain, Praveen and Patel, *English Language Teaching (Methods, Tool, Technique)*, (Rajur: Sunrise Publisher and Distributors, 2008), p. 126.

Teaching writing covers teaching of a language ability and organization of ideas. Writing is one of language skill in communication, thinking of this we can state their combination of teacher and unique activity in writing. In other words teaching writing is different from teaching other language skill. Harmer said that such models offer abstraction of these procedures, designed to guide teaching practice.31

One way of helping the learners is by making writing tasks more realistic, by relating practice to a specific purpose instead of asking them to write simply for the sake of writing. We can provide in order to make writing tasks more purposeful. It is concerned with an exploration of the various techniques and procedure that we used.

Based on the statement above, the writer assumed that teaching writing was started from the easiest one so the student is easier to understand. Then the student had to know what he or she likes to write. The variety of way teaching English was important. In teaching writing English, needed more exercise in writing to be a good writer.

E. Genre of Text

According to Sanggam, a text is a meaningful linguistic unit in a context. A text is both a spoken text and written text.\(^{32}\) It means that a text is full of meaning of morpheme, phrase, clause, sentence and discourse or a linguistic unit then text is not only in written text form but also in spoken text.

According to Djuharie, there are many kinds of texts that are descriptive, narrative, report, recount, explanation, hortatory exposition, review, spoof, anecdote, news item, analytical exposition and procedure text.\(^{33}\) It means there are many texts that the students must known.

1. **Descriptive Text**

Pardiyono states that descriptive writing is a type of writing to describe living and non-living things to readers.\(^{34}\) Thus, descriptive writing is a kind of writing that describe the readers about living and non-living so that the readers can imagine it.

2. **Report Text**

Report text is to describe the result of research, observation, or analysis. The data of research usually conclude the characteristic or condition of something.

---


Report text usually found or presented in journals, diary, personal letter, or biography.

3. Procedure Text

Procedure text is any written English text in which the writer describes how something is accomplished through a sequence of action or step goal, it is a purpose of doing instruction.\textsuperscript{35} Anderson and Anderson say that a procedure is a piece of text that tells how to do something.\textsuperscript{36} It means procedure text is a kind of text that gives instruction on how to do something through set of steps which should be completed in the sequence to get a goal.

4. Explanation

The function of explanation text is to explain the process something, theory or culture phenomena. Explanation text also can used to describe or indicate the function of thing or equipment.

5. Narrative Text

Rebecca says a narrative text is a text, which relates a series of logically, and chronologically related events that are caused or experienced by factors.\textsuperscript{37}


Writing narrative is really just putting what happen to somebody on paper. Based on several definitions narrative text is a story complication or problematic events and it tries to find the resolutions to solve the problems.

6. Recount Text

Recount is a kind of genre used to retell events for the purpose of informing or entertaining. Thus, recount is typically tells entertain by dealing with a sequence of events that establishes a relationship between a writer/reader and speaker/listener.

7. Hortatory Exposition

The purpose of hortatory exposition text is persuade the readers or listeners that something should or should not be the case. The generic structures are:

1. Thesis, it is about stating an issue of concern.
2. Argument, it gives reason for concern.
3. Recommendation, stating what ought or ought not to happen.

8. Review

The social function of review text is to give a critique an art work. The generic structure of review text as follows:

1. Orientation, background information of the text.

---

2. Interpretative recount, concluding statement.

3. Evaluation, summary of art works including character and plot.

9. **Spoof**

According to Jonathan, spoof is a text which tells factual story, happened in the past time with unpredictable and funny ending. Its social function is to entertain and share the story. It can be assumed that spoof to tell an event with a humorous twist and entertain the readers.

10. **Anecdote**

Anecdote is such a recount text, that is report an event or experience, but in the end of the story, it has funniest case.

11. **News Item**

News item is a type of the text that has the main function or communicative purpose to inform readers or listeners or viewer about events of the day that are considered newsworthy or important. Thus, news item is inform the readers, listeners of viewers about event of the day which are considered news worthy or important.

---


12. Analytical Exposition

Analytical exposition text is a text that elaborates the writer’s idea about the phenomenon surrounding. To persuade the reader or listener that there is something that, certainly, needs to get attention to analyze a topic and to persuade the reader that this opinion is correct and supported by arguments.43

Social function of it is to give the readers an argument or opinion from writer about the topic. The organization of it as follows:

1. Thesis, it usually includes a preview argument or opinion.

2. Arguments, it consist of a point and elaborate sequence.

3. Reiteration, testate the position more forcefully.44

In this research, the writer focused on the Analytical Exposition. The could elaborate the writer’s idea about the phenomenon surrounding. It could be said that while having text, the writer’s opinion was involved. In addition, the Analytical Exposition text included in the syllabus at the second semester of the eleventh grade.

---

44 Ibid, p. 221.
F. Concept of Analytical Exposition Text

Djuharie states that analytical exposition is a text elaborates the writer’s idea about the phenomenon surrounding.\textsuperscript{45} It can be said that while having the text, the writer’s opinion is involved. In addition, Gerot and Wignell state that the social function of analytical exposition is to persuade the reader or listener that something is the case.\textsuperscript{46}

To make the readers easily get the purpose of the text, it is necessary to arrange the text in good order. The arrangement of the text stresses on the thesis, argument and reiteration. The other important one is make it sure that we have used grammar correctly.

1. Generic Structure of Analytical Exposition Text

Gerot and Wignel reveal that the structural of an analytical exposition text consists of thesis, arguments, and reiteration.

a. Thesis

In this part, the writer introduces the topic or main idea will be discussed. Thesis is always presented on the first paragraph of analytical exposition text.

b. Argument

In this part, the writer presents arguments or opinions to support the writer’s main idea. Usually in an analytical exposition text are more than two arguments. The more arguments presented, the more the reader that the discussion of the topic is a very important one and needs to attention.

c. Reiteration

This is the last part of analytical exposition text. Reiteration contains restatement of the main idea on the first paragraph. It is also called as a conclusion of the whole text.\(^\text{47}\)

2. Grammatical Feature of Analytical Exposition Text

Grammatical features are the characteristics of the text. Each genre has different grammatical features. It determines what sort of the text recognized. The features are served in different ways. In short description, Gerot and Wignell state that significant grammatical features of analytical exposition text are as follows:

a. Focus on generic human and non-human participants,

b. Use of simple present tense,

c. Use of relational process,

d. Use of internal conjunction to stage argument,

\(^{47}\text{Ibid, p. 197-198.}\)
e. Reasoning through causal conjunction or normalization.⁴⁸

Based on the statement above it can be concluded that an analytical exposition was a kind of text that highlights the writer’s ideas about a certain case and aimed to persuade the readers to agree with the proposed idea.

According to explanation above, the example of analytical exposition text was as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Importance of Education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thesis</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education is most important among all of us. Education plays a very important role in your life. For living a luxurious life or for living a better life, you should be educated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Argument</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education is that which transform a person to live a better life and even in a social well being. Education is the one that doing something constructive in our near future. It helps a person to show their best by their mind and spirit. It gives you a lot of knowledge in whatever aspects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Argument</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education plays a vital role in your success in the personal growth. The more you have knowledge the more you grow. Being educated and earning a professional</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

⁴⁸ Ibid., p. 198.
degree prepares you to be a part in reputed organization, companies or instructions.

**Re-iteration**

In today’s competitive world education is the solution of any problem, it is the only education which promotes good habits, values and awareness towards anything like terrorism, corruption and much more. Education is the strength to person and education need to a person.


---

Figure 1
Example of Analytical Exposition Text

---

G. Concept of Writing Ability in Analytical Exposition Text

According to Tribble, writing ability is one of skill in English have to be mastered. In other hand, writing is a language skill which is difficult to acquire.\(^{49}\) It means writing is not easy so that the writing ability must be trained step by step. Raimes states that writing is a skill in which we express ideas, feelings, and thoughts that are arranged in words, sentence and paragraph by using eyes, brain and hand.\(^{50}\)

From the explanation about writing ability is the ability to create words or idea of the writer by expressing their ideas, feeling, and thought in order to transfer a message to the readers by paying attention to the five important points of writing such as content, grammar, organization, vocabulary, and mechanics.

---


Djuharie states that analytical exposition is a text elaborates the writers idea about the phenomenon surrounding.\textsuperscript{51} It can be said that while having the text, the writer’s opinion is involved.

As a result, the students’ writing ability in analytical exposition text is the ability in expressing ideas, feeling, and thought in a kind of text highlights ideas about a certain case and is aimed to the readers to persuade agree with the proposed ideas by paying attention to the five important points of writing such as: content, grammar, organization, vocabulary, and mechanics.

**H. Concept of Video**

a. **Definition of Video**

Video is kind of media that can be used in teaching learning process, and it shows pictures and sound recording at the same times.\textsuperscript{52} So with video, the students understand the material well. Video which can be used to make students learn more easily and the teacher teach easily is the main art of the learning process.

Harmer states that video can enhance simulations, not only because it can provide feedback when students can watch themselves and evaluate their performance, but also because the presence of a video helps students feel more realistic.\textsuperscript{53} Based on the theory above, teaching writing by using video could throw boring and time consuming. Using video to taught english was effective in teaching

learning process, so they became easy in understanding and studying English, the students would not feel bored, when they watched interesting videos they paid more attention to the contents of the video and developed ideas to write and then the teacher could be easier to deliver the material and reach the goal of teaching English.

Video is widely believed to have a great impact on teaching at a distance. Video is too often seen as a means of imitating traditional techniques rather than making use of its distinctive features as a medium which requires the development of particular skills on the part of the teacher before it can be used effectively.\(^5\)

In the other hand, video offers the possibility of showing still or moving pictures in black and white, or, at higher cost, in colour with or without accompanying sound.\(^6\) Based Oxford dictionary, video is a type of magnetic tape used for recording television pictures and sound.\(^7\)

Based on some definition above, it was clear that Video was the audio-visual media featuring motion, it was good for teaching and learning process which was purpose to develop student’s skills.

b. Types of Video

According to Harmer, there are three basic types of video which can readily be used in class; off air program, real-world videos, and language learning videos.

1. Off-air program

\(^7\) Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, (Oxford University Press, 2000)
Off-air program is recorded from a television channel. Off-air recording may be used once by individual teachers in the course of relevant teaching activities, and repeated once only when instructional reinforcement is necessary in the classrooms. The best program is ones which can we use for a range of activities including cross-cultural awareness, teaching language, or as a motivation for students’ own to be creative.

2. Real-world video

There is no reason why we and our students should not use separately published videotape material such as feature films, exercise ‘manual’, wildlife documentaries or comedy provided that there are no copyright restrictions for doing this. Once again we need to make our choice based on how engaging and comprehensible the extract is likely to be, and whether it has multi-use potential. We need to judge the length of the extract in the same way too.\(^{57}\) We can get the real world video in some websites. So many videos can be used to help teaching learning process. We have to choose the best video which is related to material in order to students more understand the material in the teaching learning process.

3. Language learning video

Many publisher now produce free-standing language learning videos or videos to accompany course book. This video is an individual learning, because

without teacher’s role students can learn and study by themselves to understand the materials. Language learning video can help the teacher to explain the material. The teacher can create a video by himself/herself or download from some websites.\textsuperscript{58}

Based on the variety types of video, the researcher can concluded there were so many videos can be used in teaching learning process. We had to choose the best video which was related to material in order to students more understand the material in the teaching learning process. Based on three types video above, can concluded that the researcher took the real world video because the video was taken from several websites to conducted treatment in this research.

**First Video:**

**Global Warming**

The video produced by: Neha Barjatya  
Copyrights and Publishing: Rajshri Entertainment Private Limited All rights reserved.  
Published: March 29\textsuperscript{th}, 2019  
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y3gqoDUm7m4)

**Second Video:**

**Impact of Social Media**

Published: February 5\textsuperscript{th}, 2017  
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qO2onZwxBkM)

**Third Video:**

**The Effect of Smoking on The Body**

Lesson by: Krishna Sudhir

\textsuperscript{58} Ibid, p. 284.
**Purpose of Using Video**

According to Harmer for some people videotape is merely a glorified version of audiotape and the use of video in class just listening with pictures. But there are many reasons why video can add a special, extra dimension to learning experience:

1. **Seeing language-in-use:** one of the main advantages of video is that students do not just hear language, they see it too. This greatly aids comprehension, since for expression, gesture and other visual clues.

2. **Cross-cultural awareness:** video uniquely allows students to look at situations far beyond their classroom. Video is also of great value in giving students a change to see such things as what kinds of food people eat in other countries and what they wear.

3. **The power of creation:** when students use video cameras themselves they are given potential to create something memorable and enjoyable.

4. **Motivation:** for all of the reason so far mentioned, most students show an increased level of interest when they have a chance to see language in use as well as hear it and when this is coupled with interesting tasks.\(^{59}\)

Based on the explanations above, it can be concluded that using video as a media to improve the students ability in writing has many advantages for the

---

students such as the students get the greatly aids comprehension by seeing language in use, the students got the experience of cross-cultural awareness, the students got the power to create something memorable and enjoyable and the students got the motivation in learning process because they had a chance to see and hear language in use which was coupled with interesting task.

c. The Advantages of Using Video

There are several opinions from the advantages of using video from many researcher. According to Ortrun Zuber Skerritt, the advantage of capture and bring reality into the classroom, an excellent substitute for classroom activity and a well make product of high quality and coherence.60

Based on John McGovern the advantages are, it can be used in a normal classroom setting with the room fully lighted, it is quieter in operation than a film projector. There is virtually no extraneous noise, it is simple to stop, start and rewind with a fair degree of accuracy, it has a counter which enables teachers to locate a particular clip.61

Moreover, Susan Stempleski states “It presents real language, it provides an authentic look at the culture, it gives students practice in dealing with the medium, and it motivates learners”.62

---

Based on these advantages, teaching writing using video is one of the ways or techniques that is mastering writing. By using video the students will be interested in expressing their idea.

d. The Disadvantages of Using Video

There are disadvantages according to Harmer:

a. The nothing new syndrome: We have to provide activities that are unique learning experiences and do not just replicate home television viewing. Students bore easily, when they watch viewing which have been before.

b. Poor quality tapes and disks: We have to be sure that students can see and hear the video. If all students cannot watch and hear clearly, they will get difficult to catch the information on video.

c. Stop and start: Some students become frustrated when teacher constantly stop and start the video, only showing little at a time.

d. The Length of Extracts: Some people think that more than one two or three minutes of video sends students to sleep. It can be happen when theme of video is unfamiliar with them. They will get difficult to express their opinion based on video in their writing.

e. Finger and thumbs: Students can be irritated by teachers who cannot find what they want or get back to where they have just been on the tape or disk. Teacher themselves become frustrated when the machine does not work the way they want it
to. The answer is we have to be familiar with the system which we are using in the class.

So as a teacher of the English subject, we have to choose the best video which are related to materials in order that students more easy to understand the materials when the teaching learning process in the class. However, it can be concluded that as a teacher, we have to know the ways in solving some disadvantages of using video in teaching analytical exposition text.

f. Concept of Flipped Classroom Strategy

The millennial generation is considered unique and sophisticated in using technology such as computer, laptop, mobile phone, and internet. They do not use this technology as a tools, but rather as integral parts of their lives. It mean that use of technology, characteristic and learning styles of this generation makes lecturing classroom was not longer effective.

From this classroom teaching problem towards the millennial students, Bergmann and Sams tried the model of classroom to solve their problems. At the beginning they still used lecturing model in teaching students (math and sciences subject) in remote area which typically millennials students. He recorded the video of explanation and students could watch the video for learning at home.

The next day, students do homework and exercises in the classroom with assisted by the teacher. According to Bregmann and Sams, the initial concept of this

---


model which is homework traditionally done at home inverts to be done in the classroom, then it is called as The Flipped Classroom Model.\textsuperscript{65}

Furthermore, Overmyer stated the flipped classroom model is the whole classroom or homework paradigm is flipped through infusing the technology, thus, the interaction in the classroom could be maximized.\textsuperscript{66} It rearranges how time is spent both in and out class to shift the learning that should be learned. Moreover, the flipped classroom inverts teaching methods, delivering instruction online outside of class and moving homework into the classroom.\textsuperscript{67} It is a form of blended learning where learners were asked to view short e-learning at home or on their own time, and prepared them for the next meeting which will be discussed in group.

DeLozier and Rhodes defined the flipped classroom as the teaching practice of teachers occurs by assigning lectures outside of class and devoting class time to a variety of learning activities. In this practice, students are responsible for reviewing all prepared materials. In this model teachers prepare lessons through videos or any multimedia that the students can view at homes or in any other places by using their tablets or smart phones before attending the class, while the time of lecture is advocated for exercises, activities, practices and helping solve home assignments.\textsuperscript{68}


\textsuperscript{66} Jerry Overmyer, \textit{Flipped Classroom 101, Principle Magazine Online}, 2012, p. 46.

\textsuperscript{67} Flipped Learning, \textit{What is Flipped Learning, Retrieved from} http://flippedlearning.org/wpcontent/uploads/2016/07/FLIP_handout_FNL_Web.pdf

According to the definition above the flipped classroom could be concluded as the blending method between the conventional classroom and modern classroom. But the part of traditional method was instructions which was purposed to point the activity should did in class. Then the learners learning by themselves outside the class then perform it individually or cooperatively in class. The function of the teacher was change from the stage to side. It mean the teacher did not gave a full material to the learners, but they would be a facilitator for all learners who got a difficult in the material had been learned.

g. Procedures teaching writing by using Video

There are several way to teach procedure text by using video, in this research the researcher was used flipped classroom strategy to applied the video. According to Fatemah Soltanpour and Muhammad Reza Valizadeh there are some steps in Flipped Classroom:\footnote{Fatemah Soltanpour and Muhammadreza Valizadeh, A Flipped Writing Classroom Effects on EFL Learners’ Essay, Advances in Language and Literary Students, Vol 9 Issue 1, February 28, 2018.}

Week 1,

Session 1:

After administering the pre test, the teacher-researcher explained the instructional technique which would be used during the class. Then, the students received DVD, carrying two instructional Power Point files and an instructional video. The Power Point files were about ‘Sections of the Essay and ‘Selecting and Presenting Ideas’’. The video taught how to outline an essay. The students were required to watch and study the materials at home before coming to class.
Session 2:

The students lectured on what they learned from the Power Point files and video, they explained the points, negotiate the issues, and asked their peers or teacher their question to clarify any misunderstanding or vague points. Then they received the second video holding an instruction on how to write an essay. Like the previous assignments, the students were required to watch and study the information in the video at home before coming to class.

Session 3:

For about 20 minutes, the students could ask either the teacher or the peers their questions. Then, the teacher gave the learners a new topic of the same type and asked them to work in pairs and write an essay collaboratively. The allotted time for this activity was 40 minutes. Because the purpose of this activity was not testing the students’ writing skill, rather it was done in order for them practice, they could refer to their writing or grammar books for more information or resolving their problems. They could even ask their peers in other groups their questions. Then the final 30 minutes of the class was spent providing teacher oral feedback on the written essays.

Week 2,

Session 4:

The same procedure as Session 3 of Week 1 was applied.

Session 5:

The post test was implemented.
Beside that, another procedures of flipped classroom strategy to applied the video in teaching writing consists of the following steps:

a. By using youtube, teacher gave a video of case study and set of guiding question related to the video had to be answered by learners the night before the class.
b. Students were given the first part of the case study to work on apply what they learned in the previous night’s video.
c. After they complete the first part of the case study, a second part of video was shown in class to spur discussion.
d. This step was continued until the part of video was over.  

Based on these procedures above, the researcher concluded that procedure of teaching writing by using video are as follows:

a. Introduction
   1. The teacher explained about the detail of analytical exposition text to the students.
   2. The teacher introduced flipped classroom strategy to increased writing skill to the students.
b. Learning Material Phase
   1. The teacher gave a case study video to discussed before the class.
c. Process Phase
   1. The students watched the video more or less than 7 minutes.

---

2. The students were divided into group discussions consist 5-6 students and discussed the homework and applied what they had learned in the previous night’s video.

3. Then the teacher check their understanding of the main idea of the video.

d. Evaluation Phase

1. The teacher asks students to make their own analytical exposition text based on the video they have watched.

2. Teacher and students focused on specific elements of writing and discussed together whether appropriate language features such as spelling, grammar, and punctuation have been used to link ideas.

3. The teacher evaluated per meeting about student work, and evaluated student improvement through post-test writing analytical exposition text.

Based on the statement above it can be concluded that teaching by using video and flipped classroom strategy were matches to be implemented in teaching writing.

I. Concept of Textbook

a. Definition of Textbook

There are many kinds of media that can be used in the process of learning and textbook is a basic media in teaching and learning process. According to Richards, textbooks are used in different ways in language programs, for example, a speaking
text might provide passage for students to read and discuss.\textsuperscript{71} It means that we can use textbooks in many ways which skill that our need to increase.

Besides Onasanya states that, the print media are some of the oldest media in education. This category of media are useful for informational or motivational purposes. They are used to convey verbal information through print. They form the most widely used media in education and they include textbooks, periodicals encyclopedia, newspapers, magazines, file record minutes, and so on.\textsuperscript{72}

Based on the definition above, textbook was the print media that could give motivation students to get many information in teaching and learning process, also this media include of oldest media in education.

b. The Advantages and Disadvantages of Using Textbook

1. The Advantages of Using Textbook

According to Richards, there are some advantages of using textbook as media in the classroom.

1. Textbooks can save teachers time.

2. Textbooks can provide support for teachers whose first language is not English.

3. Textbooks may serve primarily to supplement the teachers’ instruction.\textsuperscript{73}


From the statements above, it means that textbook is the basic media for learn, it can make easily for teacher to explain and understand the material for the learners. Textbook can also support the teacher and the students in teaching and learning process because it matches the needs of that situation perfectly.

2. The Disadvantages of Using Textbook

According to Richards, there are also some disadvantages of using textbook as media in the classroom:

1. They sometimes present inauthentic language.
2. Textbooks often present and idealized view of the world or fail represent real issue.
3. Textbooks may not reflect students’ need.\(^7^4\)

Based on the statement above, it means that textbook must be appropriate to the context, the language should be clear and based on the level of students as well as in accordance with the needs of the students to understand the material. Students need other media that can makes them interest to learn in the classroom because information of textbooks is not current and relevant, students only see one perspective on a concept or issue.

c. Concept of Guided Writing Technique

Guided writing is the process where teachers develop and guide students’ writing through discussion, join text construction and evaluating of their independent

\(^7^4\) *Ibid*
writing. It mean that guided writing involved teachers working with a group of learners on a writing task.

Tyner states that guided writing as an instructional writing context chiefly teaching the writing process through modelling, support, and practice. Based on theory above guided writing was activities help students learnt to write by providing them with a partially completed draft or some other form assistance.

Besides, Dunigan states that guided writing is a step by step recipe for writing that includes planning, writing, editing, revising, and publishing. Seeing some explanation above through guided writing, students are supported during the different stages of the writing process.

From some theories above, the writer concluded guided writing can be fully exploited by providing learners with the language they need to completed the task together with the teacher and through guided writing, students were supported during the different stages of the writing process.

d. Procedure teaching writing by Using Textbook

In this procedure the teacher was taught by using Guided Writing Technique to applied the textbook.

---

76 Tyner B. Beginning reading instruction and the small group differentiated reading model. InSmall-Group Reading Instruction (pp. 1-16), (Newark, DE: International Reading Association, 2004)
Dunigan states several steps of guided writing technique:

1. Planning: the students identify, collect and organize the ideas.
2. Packaging: the teacher guides the students in a write-along as they follow the plan to write their first draft.
3. Popping: using the established rubric, the teacher and individual student conference on paragraphs. Popping ideas and words in, out, or around.
4. Polishing: the students polish their writing project, with assistance as needed to compose a final draft.
5. Publishing: the students shared their completed work.\textsuperscript{78}

In additionally there are the other procedures of Guided Writing to teach

Using Textbook:

1. Effective teaching of writing begins with assessment and identification of the learning needs of the class.
2. Using this information and other relevant information, the teacher then groups the children with similar needs.
3. The number of groups in any one class will vary but it must be manageable.
4. The number of children in any group will also vary, usually six to eight children form a manageable group.
5. The group should be flexible to enable each child to achieve success.\textsuperscript{79}

\textsuperscript{78} \textit{Ibid,} p. 14..
Based on the two procedures above, the researcher concludes that the procedure of Guided Writing Technique using Textbook are as follows:

1. The teacher explains about analytical exposition text based on textbook used,
2. After explaining about analytical exposition, the teacher explained about guided writing.
3. Then the teacher explains and gives the example of making analytical exposition text by using guided writing based on their textbook class.
4. The teacher asks the students to make analytical exposition text.
5. The teacher guides the students in gathering ideas to make analytical exposition text based on textbook.
6. The teacher asks the students to collect the analytical exposition text they have made.
7. The teacher and the students check the result together.
8. The teacher gives feedback to the students.

**J. Frame of Thinking**

Learning activities of English, especially in writing, often appears monotonous and boring because the teacher uses conventional media, methods, approaches or techniques. Writing as one of important skill in English as the others skill such as listening, speaking and reading. From those skills, writing is the most difficult one, because the students feel that writing is difficult to study. In
this case, the students have to express their ideas as much as they can. So the students do not interest in learning English especially writing.

In the process of writing analytical exposition text, the students of senior high school still face the difficulties. It is important for the teachers to facilitate them with an interesting media and strategy in order to encourage them in learning English especially writing. Based on theories used in the research, the writer assumes that video will help students’ writing ability. This media are to find the main ideas so that the students will easy to develop their writing ability because the main ideas is the important media to do writing activity. The teacher will be helped in teaching writing. The writer hope that the students will improve their writing ability in analytical exposition text.

Based on the explanation above, the researcher through that Video was effective towards students’ writing ability of analytical exposition text.

K. Hypothesis

Based on problem, theories and frame of thinking which were discussed, the hypothesis of the research formulated as follows:

Ha: There was a significant influence of using video towards students’ writing ability in analytical exposition text at the first semester of the eleventh grade of SMA Muhammadiyah 2 Bandar Lampung in the academic year of 2019/2020.
Ho: There was no a significant influence of using video towards students’ writing ability in analytical exposition text at the first semester of the eleventh grade of SMA Muhammadiyah 2 Bandar Lampung in the academic year of 2019/2020.
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